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In the firsttalk we discusseddispension relations, Density ofStates (DOs),
Fermi energy andFermisurfaces and we saw one

calculation involving band

gaps in semi-conductors toillustrate the process ofmodelmaking in solid

state physics. Thiswas a simple illustration ofthe following paradigm:

Microstructure > Densityofstates > Bulk electricalproperties

Inthe contextoftwistedbilayer graphene we discussedhow singularities inthe

dispension relation cause divergences in theDOS andthese divergences manifest

themselves an interesting macroscopicphysics. This is an eye-catching example
butthis pattern is common:today we will discuss such divergences in detail for

carbon nanotubes following [K, Ch. 18].

↓The analogies toSLT

· The dispension relation ECI) or te is like K (w), singularities
in both determine the divergences in theDOS andhence many
electrical properties resp- learning behaviour (in the Bayesiansense,

.asymptotic free energy, generalisation error).

· Thepower of"earymath"on top ofthe base theory ofsolidstate

physics (e.g. Kittel) to describe a wide range ofoptical & electrical

properties ofsolids mightbe viewedas an encouraging sign for SLT

applications (aka the field ofSLTneeds "physics thinking" as well

as proofs

· singularities aren'tweird:you can make twisted bilayergraphenewith

a pencil andscotch tape. Letgo ofthatlamp post.
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However these analogies shouldnotbe overstated, there are differences:

· Electrical properties of solids involve electrons (shock), which are fermions

and are governedby the Fermi-Dirac distribution (due tothe exclusion

principle). SLTis aboutthe Bayesian posterior or Boltzmann distribution,
anddoesn'tdirectlyinvolve fermions (although the role ofnoise in SLT

makes itnatural tointroduce them following Parisisourlas).

We saw lasttalk (following (K,ch.0]) how in some casesM-Ex RBT
andwe're effectively dealing with the same objects (see (K, p. 137)).

In general, becarefulabouttranslating ssP->sIT!

· The analogue ofbands is subtle:the electrons in a crystalare

arrangedin energy bands, and whether a material
is an insulator,

conductor or semi-conductor depends on thegaps between these

bands and how "filled"they are. The response ofthe material

toelectromagnetic radiation also (a we will seedepends on
This band structure.

Are there bands in SLT?strictly speaking a band is a single branch

ofthe GE YS. I surface [K,p.224], andin crystals the gaps
between bands occur because the band electrons are notfree:they
are perturbedby theperiodicpotential ofthe ion cores. There is no

analogue ofthispodic potential in SLT.

Thefirstobservation is thatthe dispension relation ER isformulated

inomentumpacewith to meaningtheplanewavesolutionon
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In SLTwe are probably righttothink ofKIw) as being inpationspace no.
In SSP the material is infinite andperiodic, butin SLTthere is no

similar structure in W, andconsequently no decomposition ofLSW).

Nevertheless in a model with sufficientlymany phases (ofthe Bayesian
posterior) creating "dense enough"intervals offree energies, some of
thesame intuitions may apply. More on this some other time.

2. Spectroscopy ofsingularities (see (K, ch. 18])

Inascanning tunneling microscope (STM) an instrumentwitha sharp
metaltip oneatom isbroughttowithin a nanometer ofthe conducting
sample. Avoltagebias isapplied tothe sample, anda tunneling currentI

flowing between the tip andsample is measured. The currentis proportional
toP, the tunnelingprobability

a distance V
Pdexp) -20/hz) *T,,

effective barrier height

which is exponentiallysensitive tothe tunneling distance (DE=0.1nm, P-10P).

The STM tunneling currentI as a function ofbias Xgives spatial and

spectroscopic information aboutthe quantum states ofa nanostructure. Ata

differential ↓I/dXP(4j(Vt)(8(t x+eX - Ej)conductance"
j

Itisproportional totheDOS atthe tunneling electron energy to sell, weighted
by the electron probabilitydensity atthe STM tipIt.
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Divergences in the DOS may be detected by measurementsofthe differential

conductance as varies (you can "see the singularities"). Togive a concrete
example consider a nanoscalewine. The energies and eigen statesare

d =5i,j
+4k=/2m f(x,y,z) =4.j(x,y)2i/z

-..

# ---

y

-z

where i.jarequantum numbers in the csy directions, In
the wave vector in thezdirection.

(ie-do particle in a boxincs,y directions).

The dispension relation consistsof a series ofID subbands, each corresponding
to a different transverse energystate Eij,so

P(z) =[ijDij(5) /
recallfreeelectionsareD &

D.ij(s) =Nitazte- dry)" 275,j.

=0 27 Si.j

Note thatthe DOS diverges as (9-S,j)' ateach subbandthreshold. These
divergences are examples ofvan Hove singularities.

These singularities affectthe electrical andoptical properties ofID systems. To illustrate

weconsider a semiconducting carbon nanotable, whose band structure is shown

below. VHS are seen in scanning tunneling spectroscopy, see (b). Peaks in
the differential conductance are observedatbias voltages corresponding to

the energies ofthese singularities
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Inanotubes withdiff.radic

&chirality)

The optical absorption andemission ofsemiconducting nanotubes are also
dominatedby these singularities, since they dependon the initial andfinal DOS,

by

FisgoldenRueera(<5(eE =

=
(i)(S(t)- xi -1)

Stransition ratedue toabsorption)

andsimilarly for emission. The absorption ofincidentlight is enhanced
when the frequency (thus energymatches the gapbetween two VHS,
andsimilarlyfor emission

When you look ata carbon nanotube you see singularities.

VHS are a measure zero subsetofthe energy levels, butmostofthe statesare

there, so mostofthe physics is there.
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3. Forwardlooking statements

We can now understandsome commentsin the twistedbilayergraphene literatures

· "Ifthe Fermi level lies in the vicinityofa Van Hovepoint, the singular DOS
determines thephysical behaviour due to the large numberofavailable

low-energy state"[I]

· "Due tothe power-law divergence in theDOS, the high order
saddle pointsare more dominantthan the other parts of
the Fermi-surfaceat low energy. We thus constructthe

low energy theory by approximating the Fermisurface
withsixpatches in the vicinity ofthesepoints..."(P].

In (P they do an RG analysis touncover the low energy effective theory
(in TBC butalso moregenerally) when multiple higher-order (HS are

inside the firstBrillouin zone.

SolidStatePhysics
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We have discussedopen math problems inSLT. Butwhile offundamental importance,
proofs alone will notgetus there. We need:

· rymodels small tank, small transformers, ... with publicly available

notebooks thatreplicate estimations oftheoretical quantities. Here we
shouldtake our cues from the mechanistic interpretability community.

· theory of"bands"or phases thatis good enough to match tomeasurements,

withtheaim toexplain observedphenomena in the toy models, where the

measurementscome from

· spectroscopes for learning machine there are many phenomena in

learning machine sensitive to DOS, for thesame reason differential

capacitance is.Find the once that are easy toengineeraround,
anddevelop a large andreliable library ofthese "devices".

· lopRa methods following thesolidstate physicists...
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